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Asha Fellowship Proposal

QUESTIONS

RESPONSES

12

12 responses
SUMMARY

INDIVIDUAL

Accepting responses

Should Asha Purdue support Gautam with Asha Fellowship?
12 responses

Yes
No

100%

Please share your thoughts about your choice
9 responses

It is important to support individuals with a vision so that new ideas can be implemented
Gautam has done a commendable job in ensuring quality education of children, from the poorest section of society, through
Diksha. I believe awarding the fellowship to Gautam would be instrumental in achieving the objectives of the fellowship.
Therefore, I vote in support of awarding the fellowship to Gautam.
Gautum is a good dedicated candidate for Diksha and has innovative ideas for the over all development of the children at
Diksha. He seems committed to the cause and a stipend support would help him devote his time better.
It is a new initiative to support a person. This might generate more ideas towards advancement of our society.
I think this is a great plan by Asha Purdue, to provide fellowship to Gautam. After looking through the application, it seems that
this is pretty demanding, and needs like 80% of Gautam's time. I get that this is external work from Diksha itself. Will his work in
Diksha be affected?
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As per guideline max amount is inr 25,000 which will make a budget of $4700 per year. Gautam's fellowship will be very valuable
to Asha in general as well as for Diksha. We will like to see Gautam utilize his efforts in making more impact in the community
as well as promoting the cause of improving quality education in Bihar, Delhi, Haryana area etc. His efforts in implementation of
RTE will also be valuable.
From the fellowship application it is seen that Gautam has been involved in implementing numerous welfare programs and
approaches for the underprivileged children which was also clearly discussed during the meeting that happened last week. So I
feel that he can be supported with a fellowship starting for a period of 6 months to 1 year initially.
It is a good idea to implement Diksha successful initiatives to other projects as well.
Gautam would be a deserving choice for a fellow since he has implemented and been successful with many new things. Giving
him an opportunity to try more things would be a good bet.

Please mention if you have any questions related to the fellowship application
4 responses

No (2)
How will Gautam ensure that his fellowship work is outside of his coordinator role at Diksha?
Would like to ask for Gautam's speci c plans on the conference call

Your Name and Email address
12 responses

Gaurav, gaurav.07@gmail.com
Saurav Nanda nandas@purdue.edu
Asish Ghoshal, asish.geek@gmail.com
Vidhi Shingla vidhishingla@gmail.com
Abbaraju Praveen, praveen.fuzzy@gmail.com
Srivathsan, vathsan93@gmail.com
Prasoon, pdiwakar@gmail.com
Keertana Marella, keertana10@gmail.com
Sandhya Arumugam - engineersandhya@gmail.com
Lakshmi Nanduri lnanduri@purdue.edu
Neha Choudhary, neha.84ch@gmail.com
Rohil Jain, rohilsjain@gmail.com
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